How does it work?
An AV receiver, receives signals from your connected devices and then pushes the sound to your speakers, and the picture to your projector or TV.

So what speakers are compatible with Pure Theatre cinemas?

Soundbar
5.1 Surround Sound
7.1 Surround Sound

Can I use a TV as well?
Of course! AV receivers can have multiple outputs, so you can connect a projector & TV.

Can I use my existing speakers with Pure Theatre screens and lifts?
Yep! If you already have surround sound in your home it is 100% compatible with Pure Theatre screens and lifts.

What exactly is a home cinema?
Put simply, a home cinema is a combination of a screen and speakers in your home, normally connected together via an AV receiver. A larger screen is more comfortable to watch, so how do we achieve this in the home?

Projector Screen & Lift
Pure Theatre manufacture projector screen’s and projector lift’s that conceal the whole system in your ceiling void. This allows you to have a larger screen in your living room, that is totally hidden at the press of a button.

Why we use projectors
Modern projectors allow for large screen sizes in Full HD, 3D and 4K. Recent advances in technology make projectors bright, whilst providing a long life span, making them perfect for watching TV, gaming and movies.

For product information and support visit www.puretheatre.com or call 01952 898 533